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How’s Your (Risk) Appetite?

C

ulturally, BIAS has always employed quantitative (statistical
mathematics), fundamental,
and technical (charting) disciplines
as part of our analytical arsenal when
looking at the markets. This pragmatic and multi-faceted approach is
now supplemented by inputs from
Credit Suisse First Boston’s (CSFB)
Strategy Group. Specifically, we are
integrating CSFB’s Global Risk
Appetite (GRA) indicator into our decision matrix.

Global Risk Appetite
Explained
In the aftermath of the Asian Credit
Crisis of the late 1990’s, CSFB undertook a study to more precisely determine investor risk appetite. CSFB
reasoned that extremes in investor
conﬁdence and the desire to assume
risk were highly correlated across regions and asset classes. Moreover,
that ﬂuctuations in sentiment (between euphoria and panic) could be
adequately captured by changes in
the relative performance of “safe assets” (government bonds) versus
“volatile assets” (equities and emerging market bonds).
After considerable study, CSFB’s

analysts found that the index they developed and subsequently reﬁned
possessed a strong tendency to oscillate from one extreme to the other and
that this oscillation is related to:
• cycles in global growth
and liquidity,
• major economic and ﬁnancial
shocks like the Mexican, Asian
and Russian crises, and
• events like September 11.
After 14 years in operation, the
GRA measure has proved to be a
powerful indicator, determining

change in market direction and thus
assisting us in making changes to our
asset allocation. Psychologically, investors (and strategists) can be excessively influenced by extreme
market behaviour and investor sentiment. CSFB’s indicator documents
when this behaviour and sentiment
become historically extreme signalling the probability that markets
will reverse. At these junctures, the
GRA helps identify major opportunities for switching between safe and
risky assets.
(Continued on next page)

This literature does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase any security and cannot disclose all risks and significant elements of such a purchase. BIAS’ services are only for
suitable investors who are able to bear a loss of their investment plus any undistributed profits. Important information including, but not limited to risks, fees and conflicts of interest, are presented in BIAS’
FORM ADV or the Fund’s Information Memorandum. Examine the information contained in BIAS’ FORM ADV or the Fund’s Information Memorandum carefully before deciding to invest. Information has
been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and the opinions based thereon, are not guaranteed and no responsibility is assumed for errors and omissions.

QUARTERLY MARKET BRIEFING
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The GRA indicator documents when behaviour and sentiment become
historically extreme signalling the probability that markets will reverse.
As illustrated, the GRA indicator is
shown in the top panel and the S&P
500 index is shown in the bottom
panel. Note the green arrows marking
both the bottom in stock prices and
the extremes of investor panic.
Subsequently, the markets rose as investor despair declined. Speciﬁcally,
at the end of 2011 GRA levels had investors ﬁrmly in the panic zone with
respect to risk seeking behaviour.
That has changed with the recent rally,
but investor risk appetite is now positive at 2.0. This level is far from euphoric leading to an interesting
potential correlation that is currently
present in the price behaviour of various equity and credit indices.
Since January 2012 when BIAS
went overweight equities in the Global
Balanced Fund, the S&P 500 is up almost 13 percent validating the GRA indicator’s signal.
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Of course, this series alone does
not guarantee investment success.
Translating information on risk appetite into actual decisions requires
skill, judgment, experience and
courage. Nevertheless, the index provides an additional input into BIAS’
well-formed decision process further
mitigating any tendency to capitulate
to the emotion and pressures of extreme market events.
When properly analysed in conjunction with other macro economic,

market and fundamental factors, the
Global Risk Appetite further deﬁnes
the likely trajectory of global securities prices allowing BIAS to position
portfolios proﬁtably, and more importantly providing a guidepost for taking
proﬁts.

Strategy Wrap

Index Changes Coming

I

n our ongoing effort to improve both transparency and
results, we are changing the equity benchmarks for
both the Global Balanced Fund and the Global Equities
Fund from the FTSE World Index to the S&P Global 1200
Equity Index on 30 June 2012.
The S&P Global 1200 Index gives us access to detailed
index statistics, which will aid us in our risk management
efforts. Moreover, the S&P Global 1200 index is composed
exclusively of large and mega-cap global companies relevant to how we construct portfolios. This will necessarily
alter country and regional weights, but not in a material way.
The benchmark covers over 70 percent of global stock
markets and compares favourably to the more disparate
large and mid-cap FTSE World Index that has been in place
since the funds’ inception and which has now been superseded by the FTSE All World Series.
Further, S&P has graciously agreed to supply BIAS with
the speciﬁcs of their various global dividend indices at no
additional cost thus helping us to improve our risk and return analytics within our equity income franchise.

E

vident early in the quarter was the prospect that
global economic conditions were improving which
led us to tilt our equity positions more towards growth.
As a result, we increased our regional exposure to Latin
America and China. On a sector basis we gradually increased our weightings to Finance and Industrials
whilst taking proﬁts in Utilities, Health Care, and
Consumer Discretionary holdings. In Finance we purchased T. Rowe Price and Standard Chartered — the
former a well-known fund management company, the
latter a UK based global bank. Our purchases of industrial companies included the addition of Caterpillar,
Emerson Electric, and Fluor to our long held GE and
Parker Hanniﬁn positions. We maintained a signiﬁcant
weighting in high-quality dividend-paying stocks that
yield over three percent.

Fixed Income

W

Differences Between
The New and Old Benchmarks
The table below compares the Region, Country, and Sector
weights of the old and new benchmarks. As you can see, the
differences are relatively minor:
REGION
FTSE World S&P 1200 Global
NA
50.8%
53.0%
Europe
26.1%
29.3%
Asia
7.0%
4.3%
Japan
7.9%
7.3%
Latin America
3.2%
2.2%
Australia
3.4%
3.9%
Other*
1.6%
0.0%

Difference
-2.2%
-3.2%
2.7%
0.6%
1.0%
-0.5%
1.6%

COUNTRY
USA
Canada
China
Brazil
Germany

Difference
-1.6%
-0.7%
0.1%
1.2%
-0.7%

FTSE World S&P 1200 Global
46.6%
48.2%
4.1%
4.8%
1.8%
1.7%
2.5%
1.3%
3.3%
3.9%

Equities

This benchmark change will in no way alter our investment
objectives and our performance targets and risk proﬁle will
remain unchanged as well. Your portfolio managers do not
expect any change in the pattern of our activity and hence
no additional costs. Rather we expect any cost changes will
result in a reduction in research costs to the funds.
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e took advantage of the massive sell-off in the
bond markets in the First Quarter by adding to
longer-maturity bonds at better yields. Our purchases
included both US Treasuries and investment grade corporate bonds. Our ﬁxed income portfolios are currently
weighted 65 percent in high-quality corporate bonds
and, for liquidity purposes, 35 percent in US Treasuries.
We trimmed our exposure to ﬁnancial issuers due to the
risk of potential credit downgrades. We kept our positions in Canadian dollar and Norwegian krone-denominated bonds.

Currencies

W

e maintained our positions in the Norwegian krone,
Canadian dollar, and Australian dollar. In the First
Quarter we sold the remaining half of the Australian currency position forward as well as the full Norwegian
krone and Canadian dollar positions. Although we reassess the market daily, our currency positions are fully
hedged with all of the contracts maturing in the Second
Quarter 2012. Over the medium term we are constructive
towards these commodity centric currencies and seek
opportunities to remove the hedges.
Certain statements contained within this literature are forward looking statements including, but not limited to, statements that are predications of or indicate future
events, trends, plans, or objectives. Undue reliance should not be placed on such
statements because by their nature they are subject to known and unknown risks
and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from projected results due to
numerous factors, many of which are beyond our control.

Global Equities Fund
Management Commentary
The BIAS Global Equities Fund delivered positive returns in the
First Quarter 2012; however, the Fund lagged the FTSE World
index for the period. On a sector basis, our exposure to the dividend paying sectors of Telecom and Utilities weighed on results,
as did our underweight to the Financial sector. Overweights in
the Technology and Consumer Discretionary sectors helped returns. Late in the quarter, the Fund increased the Industrial sector to overweight by adding Caterpillar, WW Grainger, Emerson
Electric and Fluor, all high quality dividend-paying stocks.

Risk:

low

high

Performance
Performance

Q1/12

1-Year

2-Year
(Annualized)

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

Equities Fund

9.62%

-4.21%

2.76%

15.75%

-1.60%

Benchmark

11.27%

-2.67%

4.15%

18.02%

-1.82%

Benchmark: FTSE World Equity Index

Inception Date: December 29, 2006

Global Balanced Fund
Management Commentary
The BIAS Global Balanced Fund produced a positive return
for the First Quarter as the overweight in equities delivered
strong results. The Fund’s equity beneﬁtted from our pursuit
of the same strategy employed in our Equity Fund. Fixed
Income returns helped relative performance as we exploited
the bond market sell off and purchased longer dated better
yielding corporate bonds. Late in the quarter we took proﬁts
on our equity overweight and aligned the Fund’s asset allocation with the benchmark at 60 percent equity, 40 percent
ﬁxed income.

Risk:

high

low

Performance
Performance

Q1/12

Balanced Fund 6.70%
6.54%

Benchmark

1-Year

2-Year
(Annualized)

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

-1.54%

3.45%

11.70%

1.44%

0.77%

4.61%

12.29%

1.66%

Benchmark: Blended Composite*

Inception Date: December 29, 2006

*60% FTSE World Equity/ 20% Citigroup 1-3Yr Treas. Index/ 20% Citigroup 3-7Yr Treas. Index

Short Duration Income Fund
Management Commentary
The BIAS Short Duration Income Fund delivered positive results that substantially outperformed the declining Treasury
benchmark in the First Quarter 2012. Throughout the quarter
the Fund’s performance was boosted by holding high-quality
corporate bonds, whose prices beneﬁtted from huge investor demand in light of improving economic data. We took
advantage of the substantial Treasury sell off late in the
quarter and added longer-dated Treasuries to the Fund at
better yields.

Risk:

high

low

Performance
Performance

Q1/12

1-Year

2-Year
(Annualized)

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

Short Duration 0.30%

0.26%

1.33%

2.57%

2.21%

Benchmark

1.36%

1.50%

1.45%

3.43%

-0.09%

Benchmark: Citigroup 1-3yr Treas Index

Inception Date: December 29, 2006

www.biasglobalportfolios.com
Bermuda Investment Advisory Services Limited

BIAS (Cayman) Limited

Wessex House, First Floor, 45 Reid Street, Hamilton HM12
P.O. Box HM 988, Hamilton HM DX, Bermuda
Tel: (441) 292-4292 • Fax: (441) 292-7292
E-mail: info@bias.bm • Web Site: www.bias.bm

Governors Square, 23 Lime Tree Bay Avenue, Suite 5-203,
P.O. Box 30862, Grand Cayman, KY1-1204, Cayman Islands
Tel: (345) 943-0003 • Fax: (345) 943-0004
E-mail: info@bias.ky • Web Site: www.bias.ky

bias asset management ltd
Past Performance is not indicative of future results. Please note that the investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed,
may be worth more or less than their original cost; and that current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted.
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Registered Investment Advisor with the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission. Licensed to conduct Investment Business by the Bermuda Monetary Authority.
Licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority to conduct investment business.

